
Host John A. says:           *******BEGIN PHARAOH MISSION*******
                                                                "Holo-Daze"

CO Terrance says: 
		::entering Exile Cafe to look to for the JAG::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Leaving her quarters aftert asking the computer to locate the CO::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sitting on the corner of his bed in his quarters on outpost 1138::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Walks though the corridors talking to various crew members::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::walking about outpost 1138 checking some systems::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Keeping a tight hold on her package::

CO Terrance says: 
		::goes behind the bar and gets a glass of water, then heads for a table in the 
bar::

JAG Admiral Bergman 
		::walks into the Exile Café::

CEO Starks says: 
		::walks out of outpost quarters yawning ::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::notes the arrival of the JAG::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::finishing a letter...::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: notes how good it feels to get a full 8 hours in a bed and puts of uniform jacket 
and head for the cafe for a drink ::

CO Terrance says: 
		JAG: Welcome to my establishment, Captain?

JAG Admiral Bergman says: 
		::notes Captain Patrick at a table::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Enters the Exile and looks around for Andrew. Sees him talking to someone. 
She heads over to the bar and orders a French Vanilla Hot Chocolate::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Leaves quarters and makes way to the cafe::

O Terrance says:
		 ::Walks to JAG_Adm::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: Notices the Admiral's arrival and stands at attention to greet him ::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::finds his way to the replicator control bay and attempts to fix some lose wiring 
still in place from the early days of it's construction::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: sees Lt. Ikari in the hall ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Hey Shinji heading to the Exile?

CO Terrance says: 
		JAG_ADm: Welcome to Outpost 1138 and the Tenerus system Sir

JAG Admiral Bergman 
		CO: Captain Terrance? I'm Admiral Ciaphus Bergman. ::offers hand::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::inputs a few codes and leaves::

CO Terrance says:
		 Adm: Aye SIr  ::takes hand::  And welcome to my establishment, Exile Cafe

JAG Captain Patrick says: 
		:: walks up to the Admiral and CO :: JAG_Adm: Admiral :: turns to the CO :: CO: 
Captain

SO Ikari says:
		 ::turns around a little surprised, notices Jimmy and looks down::  CEO: Yes I am 
Jimmy.  How are you feeling?

CO Terrance says:
		 JAG Capt. : Captain

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::enters the Cafe after a few detours and service calls::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: good. I'm just getting up. Man I love having quarters here at the outpost!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Gets her drink and heads over to a table to wait for Andrew to get done::

JAG Admiral Bergman 
CO: I have reviewed the case against Lt. Calma... this is a medical issue Captain…

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Certainly.  Not as cramped as the Pharaoh anyway.  If you'll excuse me a 
		moment, I have to deliver this to the Captain.  ::holds up a PADD::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		::quietly starts the replicator systems check in the Cafe::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: by all mean I was just on my way to the exile to get a coffee

CMO Richards says: 
		::Lounging around the bar.. looking around::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::walk with the SO the cafe::

JAG Admiral Bergman 
		CO: I need to speak to the prisoner. Captain Patrick will advise you further.

CO Terrance says: 
		Adm: Yes it is Sir.  From talking to our EMH, I have gathered that it is a medical 
problem that has affected him physically and mentally.  In truth, I don't know what to do.  Whether he should be CM'd or not Sir.

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Sets her package on the table::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::salutes the present senior officers in respect::

JAG Admiral Bergman 
		CO: we will see... past medical records indicate an abnormality in his DNA

CO Terrance says: 
		::nods to the repairman::
z
SO Ikari says: 
		::Notices the captain engaged in conversation and looks around the bar::

XO Fowler says:
		 SO/CEO: Hey guys. Join me?

CEO Starks says:
		 :: enters the Exile Cafe and goes to the main bar to order a coffee ::

CMO Richards says: 
		::orders up a synth-ale...spots a senior officer and salutes::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::nods back to the CO with a smile::

		

CO Terrance says: 
		Adm: In that case, Sir, I find it hard to believe that he was in complete control of 
his... faculties, for want of a better word.

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: Sure Nan-- Yes Ma'a-- Ok.  ::forces a smile::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: takes coffee and looks to XO: XO: Hello Commander
z
CMO Richards says:
		::looking around the bar for a familiar face::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Call me Nancy, Ike

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Jimmy ::Nods a greeting::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::puts a hand in pocket and just leans on the bar::

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: Actually, if you'll excuse me, I'll wait for the captain over here.  ::motions to 
an empty table::

XO Fowler says:
		::Sees the new CMO and waves him over::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE GOATS HOLO-EMITTER SOUNDS A WARNING

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::notices the fine looking XO::

CO Terrance says: 
		::looks around at the warning::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::spots the XO::  ::moves over to her::

JAG Captain Patrick says: 
		:: takes over the conversation for the Admiral ::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: I'm waiting for Andrew, too. Sit down and we can wait and talk together

CO Terrance says:
		 Aloud: Doh!  I asked Station engineering to take a look at that damn goat!

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::hears the alarm::

JAG Captain Patrick says: 
		CO: Captain, if you'll join me :: holds out her arm indicating a chair ::

Host John A. says: 
		<emitter> Warning: safety protocols have been dis-engaged. Authorization: 
Terrance Alpha 6

CO Terrance says: 
		JAG: Please, pulls out chair

CEO Starks says:
		 CMO: Doctor Richards isn't it? ::holds out hand:: Nice to meet you I'm Chief 
Engineer Jimmy Starks.

SO Ikari says: 
		::looks around hesitantly::  XO: Alright.

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 CO: I'll fix that Sir.

CO Terrance says: 
		JAG: Excuse me!

CMO Richards says: 
		CEO: ::Shakes hands:: Nice to meet you.

CO Terrance says: 
		Computer: Reinstate safeties, authorization: Terrance Alpha Six!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Motions for a waiter:: CMO: Welcome to the Exile Dr. 

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 CO: Certainly

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks up at Richards::  CMO: A pleasure.

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: goes back to her PADD and sips some coffee ::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: GRACIE THE GOAT GROWS TO TRICE HER SIZE AND 
BREATHES FIRE.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::sits at table:: CMO: At last I can stop with the constant overhauls of the EMH. 
we use it too much.

CMO Richards says: 
		XO:  Thank you Ma'am, it's a pleasure to meet you all.

CO Terrance says: 
		Fixer: I thought I asked you people to fix that damn goat?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Notices the goat and looks around in confusion::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks over to goat image and thinks to self...not again then looks back like it's 
an everyday occurrence::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: reading to herself about the events that caused this condition in her client ::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: ignores the goat ::

XO Fowler says:
		 All: Order what you like. My treat

CO Terrance says:
		 Computer: Discontinue holo-sequence in Exile Cafe!  Authorization Terrance 
Delta Three

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::proceeds in trying to fix but then....:: CO: Let me get a few spare parts from my 
office.

CMO Richards says:
		::notices a...Goat?::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: GRACIE CHARGES TERRANCE THROWING HIM AGAINST THE 
WALL

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Nothing for me thanks.

CO Terrance says:
		 ::oomph::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: hears the commotion and looks up ::
z
SO Ikari says: 
		::stands up, now noticing the goat::

CMO Richards says: 
		XO:  Thank you Ma'am.. ::orders a synth-ale from the waiter::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::mutters:: Nothing like a goat to spoil a day

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::exited from the cafe he tries to re-enter::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE GOAT TURNS ON THE JAG OFFICER GORING HER BADLY

CEO Starks says:
		 :: laughs under breath ::

XO Fowler says:
		 CEO: Jimmy....? I think we need to check this out ::Stands:: Ike, could you watch 
my package, please

CEO Starks says: 
		:: moves to a control panel behind the bar ::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::Looks again..at the goat::  XO: Ma'am, any way I can help?

JAG Admiral Bergman says:
		 CO: Captain? what kind of place do you run here!? ::exits quickly::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 *CO*: You hear me Sir?

XO Fowler says: 
		CMO: Dr. It looks like you have a patient

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Of course.

CO Terrance says: 
		::grabs the goat by the horns, from behind::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: lies unconscious ::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: punches up power setting and cuts the power to the holo-emitters ::

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: You'd better have some good news!

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Joins in trying to help the CO hold on to the goat::

SO Ikari says: 
		CMO: You could probably go check out that gutted person over there...

CMO Richards says:
		 ::Moves quickly to the JAG Captain ::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: yells to the CO ::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: I think it's broken captain

CMO Richards says: 
		::running a scan:: I need some help over here!

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*CO*: On my way to the Computer Core..it might be an interface problem.

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: sees the light ::

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: Forget it for the moment!  Shut down power to this section NOW!"

CEO Starks says:
		 :: opens panel and looks inside ::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Ike can you help Dr. Richards ::Grunts::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::pulls out a medical kit.. runs a scanner over the JAG::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: GRACIE SPEWS FIRE, CATCHING A TABLE ON FIRE.

CEO Starks says: 
		:: tries to cut power to the whole room ::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE POWER CONTROLS SHORT OUT.

CMO Richards says: 
		::working on mending the JAG's gaping wound::

SO Ikari says: 
		::stands up and looks at PADD, puts it away::  XO: Yes ma'am... Nancy I mean

CO Terrance says:
		 ::sees part of the bar go up in flames::
		
Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*CO*: The panel is ...looks fused. On my way to the Computer Core.. Must be a 
malfunction.. Hold on.

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Someone is going to pay for this!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::goes over to CMO::  CMO: What do you need doctor?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Nods at Ike, then gets thrown on her rump by the dumb goat:: *Oooooffff!*

CMO Richards says:
		 SO:  We need to get him to a Med-bay.

CEO Starks says:
		 ALL: controls fused!

SO Ikari says: 
		CMO: You take one end, I'll take the other.
z
CMO Richards says: 
		::still running medical equipment over the JAG::

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Phaser the damn circuits!
z
Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::after a few decks and a TL:: *CO*: Core looks normal to me. Systems are 
nominal.

CMO Richards says:
		 SO:  We need to be careful with him, he's taken serious injury

XO Fowler says: 
		::Nods in agreement with Andrew, while ducking a hoof::

Host John A. says:
		ACTION:  THE GOAT CONTINUES TO KNOCK PEOPLE AROUND.

CEO Starks says:
		:: goes under bar and gets a "cricket" that is kept for defense and aims it at a 
holo-emitter on the corner wall::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::fires::

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: I am not impressed by station engineering, you'd better get your finger 
out, or you'll be looking for a new job!

SO Ikari says:
		 CMO: Let's try a site-to-site transport.

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::goes to main console of the Computer Core and enters some commands and 
codes::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 *CO*: Please. I'm doing my best.

CMO Richards says:
		 SO:  Initiate it...although it may be too late.

CEO Starks says:
		 :: fires phaser at more of the emitters::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE GOAT DISAPPEARS AS THE EMITTERS EXPLODE.

SO Ikari says: 
		Comp: Computer, initiate transport of three directly to sickbay.

CMO Richards says:
		 ::looking around at the chaos...wondering if there are any others hurt::

CO Terrance says:
		 All: Thank God!

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*CO*: I heard that. You alright?

CEO Starks says: 
		Self: damn goat

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: You ok?

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Yeah, you?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::materializes in med bay::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Pats herself:: Seem to be

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: No thanks to station engineering!

CMO Richards says:
		 ::materializes in med bay::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: hrumph! Station engineering indeed

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: We need to talk, later Andrew

CO Terrance says:
		 CEO: Or lack thereof!

CMO Richards says: 
		::looking to the JAG::

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Later indeed!

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*CO*: I found  a glitch and the program should be ending. ::inputs a final coding 
sequence::

CO Terrance says: 
		*CMO*: How is the JAG?

CMO Richards says:
		 ::running scanners over him::

SO Ikari says:
		 CMO: Go to work doctor.  My place isn't a medical bay.

CMO Richards says: 
		SO:  I'm working on him...thanks for the assist.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods and walks out::

CMO Richards says: 
		::Breaking out all sorts of medical equipment::  JAG:  Can you hear me, Sir?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Looks around checking damage. Sees her package under a table:: CO: Excuse 
		me a minute

CEO Starks says:
		 :: puts phaser back under the bar ::

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: You find that fault and you tell me whether Station Engineering could have 
prevented this two weeks ago, when I asked them to?

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::exits core and runs::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Goes over and digs it our from under the table and spilled drinks::

SO Ikari says: 
		::arrives back at the exile::

CEO Starks says:
		 CO: aye aye sir

CMO Richards says: 
		::running a scanner over the JAG's Wounds::

Host John A. says:
		ACTION: EMERGENCY LIGHTING AND RED ALERT KLAXONS GO OFF

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Now what?

CMO Richards says:
		 ::trying to mend them::  JAG:  Sir, Can you hear me??

CEO Starks says:
		 self: what now?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Returns back to the CO's side:: CO: Now what? ::Noticing the klaxons::

Host John A. says:
		 <station computer> WARNING: life support failure

SO Ikari says: 
		::takes in the tattered chaos of the scene::

CMO Richards says: 
		::wondering if he got to the JAG too late::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 *CO*: I just got almost killed here. Send me some back up.

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: I am going to lodge a formal complaint with Director Akarin and the 
Federation Council, protesting about the station resources here.  They have gone down so much!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE COMPUTER VOICE DISTORTS

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Lets see what we've got Jimmy. ::Walks over to a com padd::

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: We're in a spot of bother now, standby!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: joins XO ::

Host John A. says: 
		<station computer> primaarry coorrreee failu....

CO Terrance says:
		 All: Back to the ship, quickly!

XO Fowler says:
		CO: You might need this ::Pats package and smiles at him::

CMO Richards says:
		::working on trying to heal the JAG...chaos breaking out around him::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*CO*: I'll contact station OPS for additional personel.

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Captain's Handbook?

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::moves to docking bay::

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Something like that ::Smiles even bigger and winks::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: starts out of bar to the Pharoah's Berth

CO Terrance says:
*Fixer*: It's your problem, get it sorted.  You don't expect my engineering staff 
who have slaved over repairing my ship to help you with your glitch?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::follows the CEO out::

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: I hate secrets, come on, back to the ship

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 *CO*: I got a team on it. Need to take care of some work. Later gator. Sir.

CMO Richards says:
		 ::still running scanners over the JAG..trying to save him::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Walks with the CO:: CO: Lead the way.  Sir.

CO Terrance says:
		 ::heads back to Pharaoh::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: We left the new doctor on the station...

CMO Richards says: 
		*XO*:  Ma'am, I'm still working on the JAG, I won't evacuate until he can be 
moved.

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		Computer: Secure Fix program Undock 2-5-7.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: the docking clamps let loose from the nearly empty Pharaoh

CEO Starks says: 
		:: taps com badge ::

XO Fowler says:
		 *CMO*: Understood. Keep me updated on the JAGs condition and we'll beam 
you out then

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 Computer: Run program.

CO Terrance says: 
		*Pharaoh Computer*: Activate remote transport Authorisation Terrance One Five 
Omega!

CEO Starks says: 
		Starks to Richards CMO: Status?

CMO Richards says:
		 ::running an auto-suture over the JAG::

CMO Richards says:
		 CEO:  I'm still working on the JAG...trying to save him.

XO Fowler says:
		CO: Sir, Dr. Richards doesn’t want to move the JAG yet.

SO Ikari says: 
		::taps Jimmy on the shoulder:: CEO: The dock ports won't open.  Says the ships.. 
gone.

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Have the SO stay with the CMO.  We have to get to the ship and get some 
control here!

CMO Richards says: 
		::Scanning the JAG for life signs::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Aye. SO: Go join Dr. Richards and we can update each other. ok?

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: gone!? ::looks out poet window see the ship a hundred or so meters off to 
docking ring::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: What about the runabouts sir the station has 3 of them!

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::laughs at the confusion and activates beam 1 program::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::trying to figure out if I can save the JAG without both of us getting killed::

SO Ikari says: 
		::punches stuff into the computer:: CEO: The docking clamps blew.

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Get one, then transport us on to it, then get us to the ship.

CEO Starks says: 
		::starts running to the docking pad #1 ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sighs then nods to Jimmy:: CEO: let's go

CO Terrance says: 
		*Pharaoh computer *: Initiate security lockdown, authorization Terrance Delta 
Alpha Tango

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: This doesn't feel right. Why all these breakdowns and why now?

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Can't be too careful.  This could be a ruse to get my ship.  I''' be damned if 
someone takes it

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE REPAIR TECH BEAMS ABOARD THE PHARAOH

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: come on Shinji!

CMO Richards says: 
		::Hooking the JAG up to a pulmonary support unit::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::on the Pharaoh bridge::

CO Terrance says:
		 *Pharaoh Computer*: Report security lockdown?

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::stuns the present personnel::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Right behind ya Jimmy

CEO Starks says:
		 ::opens access to the USS Ohio ::

CMO Richards says: 
		::stabalizing his heartbeat::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: STATION COMM RELAYS GARBLE THE CO’S MESSAGE

CEO Starks says:
		 :: enters Runabout and powers up systems ::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Checks status on a nearby station

CEO Starks says: 
SO: Shinji access the transporters and beam the command crew site to site to the Pharaoh

CMO Richards says: 
		*XO*:  Ma'am, I believe I have the JAG stabalized, for now.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sits down in the second chair::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 Computer: Activate auto-destruct sequence..delay 15 mins. ::inputs codes and 
clearance::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Right  ::attempts to initiate transport of CO and XO::

CO Terrance says: 
		*Ohio*: Standby to beam the CMO and patient to the ship on his signal

CEO Starks says: 
		:: begins launch sequence of the USS Ohio

XO Fowler says: 
		*CMO*: Good job, Dr. Stay put and don't let anyone enter unless the CO or I tell 
you to. Got it?

CEO Starks says:
		 CO: acknowledged sir

CMO Richards says:
		 *XO*:  I believe it is safe to transport us both.

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: Prepare for transport.  ::transports::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		Computer: Open Chanel to CO_Terrance. Secure COMM.

CO Terrance says: 
		::draws phaser::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Nothing.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I was hoping for some quiet time to give you this, but I think we may need 
them soon

CEO Starks says:
		 :: takes the Ohio to 25 meters off the Pharaoh bow ::

CMO Richards says: 
		COM:  Computer, initiate emergency transport....two to beam out.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: what's the problem?

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Explain

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: the site to site isn't working sir!

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Unwraps the package and hands Andrew a short sword::

Host John A. says:
		 <station computer> emergency life support failurrrrre ZXZTT in 15 Minnuu 
..uut ..utt.utt s

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: That's the 10 million platinum question today, isn't it?

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Beautiful craftsmanship, I haven't seen the like in ages

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Master Ling sent these to me and I think we had better use them right now

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 COM: CO: Your bridge is locked and your ship will go BOOM in now 10 mins. 
Mr. Fixer at your service.

CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Get it working!

CMO Richards says:
		 ::awaiting the transport...wondering why it isn't working::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Master even had the Pharaoh etched on the blade ::Points to the etching::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: the security crew on the Pharaoh enter the bridge

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM* CO/XO: I suggest you have the crew or as many as possible get to the 
USS Allegheny, and the USS Mononongahela sir!

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::in a quick action 4 people are stunned by my phaser::

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: We need to get some power to life support on the station.  What can we 
transfer?

CO Terrance says:
		 *Fixer*: You have ten seconds, not minutes, to get off my ship, or when I find 
you, you'll never sleep with a girl again!

CEO Starks says:
		 SO: they have power it's the computer that's down I don't understand it!

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: That is really nice, these are wonderful!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE LAST OF THE PHARAOH CREW ARE DISBATCHED

CMO Richards says:
		 *CO*:  Sir, I have the JAG stabilized and ready for transport...we need to get off 
this station!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: moves to transporter controls ::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: Transporters are not available sir.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I'll tell you all about Master Ling after we are done here ::Motions with sword 
to the docking doors::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: REPAIR CREWS ON THE STATION GET LIFE SUPPORT BACK ON 
LINE.

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: I don't want to know what isn't available, I want to know what is.  And I 
need transporters!

XO Fowler says: 
		*CMO*: As soon as we can get transporters online we'll get you Dr.

CMO Richards says:
		 ::tries to activate an emergency transport...again....to no avail::

CEO Starks says:
		 Tries to get a transporter signal through to the captain

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks over to Jimmy:: CEO: Where to?

CO Terrance says: 
		Aloud: Come on Jimmy, work your magic!

CMO Richards says: 
		*XO* Aye, Aye Ma'am....I can keep him stable as long as the station will quit 
falling apart...

CEO Starks says: 
		:: rips open panel and starts to un-plug and re-plug ODN connections ::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 Computer: Site to site Beam program Apha-2.

SO Ikari says: 
		:attempts to boost the CO's bio signature for CEO's transport signal::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Back at the aux. station typing in commands:: *CMO*: Just do your best Dr. 
We'll try to keep the station together for you ::Grim smile::

CMO Richards says: 
		::thinks to himself...what a great first day on my new assignment...::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Shinji use the Ohio's sensors to lock on to the CO and XO 

CEO Starks says: 
		CO\XO: boost your Comm badge signal to emergency levels!

CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Right!  ::boosts commbadge::  Done!

CMO Richards says: 
		*XO*:  Aye, Aye Ma'am...I'll do my best.  Good luck to you...I have a feeling you 
		need it.

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Taps badge and looks over to the CO::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: I'm way ahead of you... ::doing it::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::materializes in Exile Cafe::

CMO Richards says: 
		::Still working on the JAG, running scans and mending wounds::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::sits with a fresh drink and dreams of a long haired reddish::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: activates the Ohio's transporter on to the enhanced combadge signal and does 
a site to site to the Pharaoh’s bridge ::

XO Fowler says: 
		*CMO*: Stay put and don't let anyone enter unless the CO or I show up in 
person.

CEO Starks says:
		 SO: energizing!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::keeping the sensors steady::

CMO Richards says: 
		*XO*  Aye, Aye Ma'am.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE AT APPEAR ON THE BRIDGE TO HEAR" SELF DESTRUCT IN 
5 MINUTES"

CO Terrance says: 
		@::looks around the bridge::

CMO Richards says:
		 COM:  Computer, seal the Sickbay.

CO Terrance says:
		 @Computer: Abort Auto-destruct sequence, authorization: Terrance Delta Alpha 
Tango

XO Fowler says:
		 @::Covers the CO's back and looks around. Sword at the ready::

SO Ikari says: 
		@CEO: Alright, transport successful.

CEO Starks says:
		 @::moves the Ohio to the nose docking port of the Pharaoh ::

Host John A. says: 
		<ship computer> invalid authorization code

CEO Starks says: 
		@:: opens hatch to the Pharaoh ::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Come on Shinji

CO Terrance says:
		 @XO: Nancy, locate where that sob transported too

XO Fowler says:
		 @Computer: Abort auto destruct sequence Authorization Fowler Beta Alpha 
2256

CEO Starks says:
		 @::grabs two phasers for the cabinet tosses one to the SO::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
COM: *CO*: How you like my little game. I want something and in return, i will give you the missing codes.

SO Ikari says:
		 @::following Jimmy through the hatch::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::hooking the JAG up to emergency life support..having him ready for immediate 
transport::

Host John A. says: 
		<ship computer> self desruct in 2 minutes

CEO Starks says:
		 @:: enters Engineering hearing the auto destuct warning ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Computer: Abort auto-destruct sequence, authorization: Terrance Delta Alpha 
Tango-Six!

Host John A. says: 
		<ship computer> *beep* self-destruct aborted

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 COM: CO: Admit you failed.

XO Fowler says:
		@ ::Goes over to the Tac station:: CO: He isn't on the ship

SO Ikari says:
		 @::arrives on bridge::  XO: What's going on?



CEO Starks says:
		 SO: Shinji get the quantum torpedo backup off line I'll get the main auto destruct 
system off line!

CO Terrance says: 
		@XO: He probably went back to the Cafe to taunt me!

XO Fowler says: 
		@SO: Things are getting interesting here, Ike. ::Looks up at the Computers 
announcement::

CMO Richards says: 
		::watching over the readings for the JAG...satisfied that he is finally fully 
stabilized::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Computer: Activate site to site transport to Exile Cafe.  Nancy, keep him talking 
till I get there!

SO Ikari says: 
		::nods to CEO and runs to TAC::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		COM: CO: Did you do it yet?

XO Fowler says: 
		@CO: Aye

CO Terrance says: 
		*Fixer*: Give me the codes, I'm working on it!

SO Ikari says: 
		@::attempting to take quantum torps offline::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: relived that the auto destruct is off ::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::materializes in the back room or Exile Cafe, without Fixer noticing::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 COM: CO: Not till I get what i want.

XO Fowler says:
		 *Fixer*: Why are you doing this? ::Watches Ike work on the torpedos::

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 CO: There you are!

CMO Richards says: 
		::making sure that the JAG is not feeling any pain::  JAG:  Sir, can you Hear me?

XO Fowler says:
		 *Fixer*: What do you want?

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		*XO*: You XO.

CO Terrance says:
		 ::quietly walks up behind Fixer with is blade drawn::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: enters bridge  takes engineering station and double checks the auto destuct 
sequence is off line ::

XO Fowler says: 
		*Fixer*: Me? Do we know each other?

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks at the XO in confusion :: XO: you?

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE GLOW OF A FORCE FIELD CAN BE SEEN AROUND FIXER

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks up and confused at XO::

CO Terrance says: 
		::sees the force-field and waits, quietly::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Looks back at Jimmy and shrugs her shoulders::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		:*XO*: Yes we do. CO: Nice try Captain. But no cigar.

CMO Richards says: 
::keeping an eye on the Med. readings for the JAG.. wondering what else is going on::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Trying to remember:: *Fixer*: Could you give me a clue of where we met? 
::Trying to keep him talking::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: moves to Shinji and whispers ::

CO Terrance says:
		 Fixer: I don't smoke, filthy habit  ::lunges with sword, hoping it will go through 
Force-field as it is not an energy weapon::


Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE METAL SWORD SHORTS THE FORCE FIELD<, GIVING THE 
CO A SHOCK.
 
SO Ikari says:
		 *CO*: Is there a problem sir?

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		CO: I'll make a deal with you. The codes for the XO.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: get the sensors locked onto the exile cafe find out where that force field is 
being powered form ::

CO Terrance says:
		 Fixer: You want Nancy for the auto-destruct codes?


Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 CO: Kill me and no codes.

CO Terrance says:
		 ::judders::

CMO Richards says:
		 ::pacing around sickbay...wondering if there is any way he can help the others::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::goes over to sensors::  CEO: I'm not reading any forcefield...

CO Terrance says: 
		Fixer: So you want m XO?

CO Terrance says:
		 Fixer: Why?

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::jumps on the CO and Jabs him::

CO Terrance says:
		::rolls to one side and stand up::

CO Terrance says: 
		Fixer: Okay, you can have her, give me the codes

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::holds him and asks:: CO: The codes or Nancy...you decide.

CO Terrance says: 
		Fixer: Why do you want her!

SO Ikari says: 
		::taps the PADD in his pocket and thinks to self:: Not today I guess...

XO Fowler says: 
		@CEO: Jimmy, Beam me there. 

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		CO: What is your authorization code.

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: better then that sir...

CMO Richards says: 
		::Checking on the JAG.. making sure nothing else goes wrong with him::  JAG:  
Sir, Can you hear me??

CEO Starks says: 
		@::activates transporters and beams the CO to the bridge and fixer held in the 
pattern buffer ::

CO Terrance says:
		 Fixer: You think I was born yesterday pal?  ::knees him in the nuts, then rolls to 
the side, looking for the sword::

XO Fowler says: 
		@::Looks over at Jimmy:: CEO: What do you have planned?

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: regains consciousness ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::activates transporters and beams the CO to the bridge and fixer held in the 
pattern buffer ::

JAG Captain Patrick says:
		 :: feels terrible pains in her abdomen ::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
::cries out in pain:: CO: You'll pay with the death of your crew on your conscience.

CO Terrance says: 
		Fixer: The auto-destruct is over.  You failed

Repairman Fik’zher says:
		 ::feels beaming::

Repairman Fik’zher says: 
		::somewhere::

CMO Richards says: 
		::looking at the JAG::  What is wrong?  ::runs scanner over her abdomen::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Grabs sword tighter::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: re directs Fixer to the brig under force field ::

Host John A. says: 
		******END MISSION*******










